
Identity – Introduces students to more challenging texts than those they have experienced previously, through exploring opening chapters from seminal 19th & 20th

century prose texts to help prepare for the study of full texts as they progress through Y7 and beyond; develops awareness of self identity and how identities are

constructed; builds confidence in expressing students’ own viewpoints; introduces basic reading and writing skills. (I; E/EQ; EO; C; SET)

Society – Develops knowledge of a wider range of texts by introducing poetry, play extracts and non-fiction; explores the origins of literature to underpin studies of

future units in Y7 and beyond; explores important contexts to build cultural capital and develop an appreciation of how literature helps us understand the wider world;

introduces more challenging reading and writing skills. (CON; Z; GAP; WT)

Power & Conflict – Builds on the previous two units by studying a full prose text from a canonical author (Animal Farm by George Orwell); links to ideas of self & group

identities and societal structures; considers the use and abuse of power by individuals, groups and society; consolidates learning of previous reading/writing skills and

introduces more challenging ones. (I; E/EQ; CON; L; CM)

Relationships – As poetry is more challenging, this unit is later in the year when students have developed their core reading skills; builds on the knowledge/skills and

themes developed in previous units such as identities, class, dynamics within relationships, use & abuse of power; introduces more culturally diverse texts in preparation

for study in later years. (I; E/EQ; CON; WT; Z; L)

Morality – A more challenging and complex concept, so this is introduced later in the year. Study of a wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts to generate
discussions around morality and ethics, making connections to all other units studied previously in Y7, as well as to today’s society; introduces more challenging writing

skills and consolidates those studied in previous units. (EO; C; SET; GAP; WT; GAP; V; AV)

Appearance & Reality – Shakespeare can be challenging for students, so it is the last unit studied in Y7, by which time they will be practised in the core reading skills
required to access his work; also, his writing links to all the other big ideas, so enables students to consolidate all Y7 learning. (I; E/EQ; CON; CON; SUM)

Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 7 English Curriculum 

By the end of Y7 we expect students to be developing a good knowledge and understanding of the big ideas and how these relate to

texts and the wider world.  Also, they will have built a solid foundation of core reading and writing skills. 


